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McDivitt, White Named Prime Crew
For Second Manned Gemini Flight

Astronauts James A. McDiv- mand seat and White will be his a press conference being held on
itt and Edward H. White II were co-pilot, the 29th in the auditoriuin here
named last week as the prime The backup crew for this at the Manned Spacecraft

crew for the Gemini-Titan-4 second manned flight will be Center. _ !,
(GT-4) flightwhich is scheduled Astronauts Frank Borman, com- GT-4 is scheduled to be up to
for the first quarter of 1965 and mand pilot, and James A. Lovell a four-day flight with some 10or _ "_
will be the second manned Jr., co-pilot. 11 experiments to be performed
Gemini in space. The announcement of the during the mission.

McDivitt will man the corn- crew was made on July 27 with Consideration is now being
given to opening the hatch on

Paraglider Tow, Deployment _h_ flight with one of the crewstanding up for the first expo-

Flights Completed Successfully sure of man in space outside aspacecraft, said Kenneth S.
Two successful test flights of paraglider vehicles were made Kleinknecht, deputy manager of

July 29 at Edwards AFB in California. Project Gemini.
The first flightwas a captive- Both McDivitt and White

tow test of a manned vehicle was no damage to either the seemed quite pleased that they
simulatingthe Gemini spacecraft paraglider or the Gemini test had been selected for the flight,
beneath a pre-inflated paraglider vehicle, as reporters questioned them at
landing system. The tow test With NAA test pilot E. P. the press conference.
vehicle (YTV) experiment in the Hetzel aboard, the TTV was The two have been friends of
morning was an evaluation of towed off the ground to 6,000 long standing and both were
control and stability character- feet altitude by a CH-46C hell- students at the University of
istics of a paraglider with an copter. While airborne, Hetzel Michigan atthe same time.
unmanned spacecraft, used his hand controller to put White is the youngest of the

A similar configuration was the TTV through its preplanned two crews, he is 34, while Mc-
dropped in the afternoon from maneuvers-inflight flares, turns Divitt is 35, and both Borman
an airplane to evaluate para- and banks, and back to earth for and Lovell are 36 years old. GT-4 PRIME CREW--Astronauts Edward H. White II (left) and James A.
glider deployment character- landing. McDivitt told reporters how McOivitt were named on July 27 as the prime crew for the GT-4 flight

istics. The drop was made at an The TTV total weight is about (Continued on Page 2) which is scheduled for the first quarter of 196.5.
altitude of 32,000 feet from a 3,650 pounds, including the 350-

C-130aircraft. pound paraglider. Successful Ranger 7 Sends BackIn the drop test sequence the NASA is continuously evalu-
unmanned Gemini test vehicle ating the paraglider program as a

was separated from its launch means of landing systems for First U S Close Up Moon Picturessled: the paraglider was auto- recovering returning manned
matically deployed from its spacecraft. However, no deci- • •

container and controlled remot- sion has yet been made to re- Ranger 7 spacecraft impacted on the moon in the Sea of Clouds (Mare Nubium) area last Friday
ely in flight from 22,000 feet move the paraglider from its re- morning at 7:25 (CST), but not before it had taken 4316 pictures and transmitted them back to earth
down to 12,500 feet altitude. At search and development status and the Deep Space Network tracking station at Goldstone, Calif.

this altitude the paraglider was to put it into production status. Jet Propulsion Laboratory
separated, and the Gemini test The paraglider recovery sys- scientists said the Ranger ira- planned target area and con- film and magnetic tape.
vehicle was brought down by tem is being developed by North pacted within 10 miles of the tinued taking pictures up until In a message to Dr. William
parachute and recovered. There (Continued on Page 2) three-tenths of a second before Picketing, director, Jet Propul-

.,_ ..... ::_.._. ._;_ impact, sion Laboratory in California,

:_, "_"'_l_'_r't'r:s_°*'t'er "'w_r'_¢_ The last picture was taken at Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, director,_'- --_-, " less than a half-mile from the Manned Spacecraft Center said,

_ Picked To Direct moon's surface and covered an "Congratulations on the tre-
:_:__ f, , ,_, __ area some 65 feet across. Pic- mendous success of Ranger 7.Next Pt gt t t_r_ were recorded on 35mm Continued on Page 2)

' ChristopherC. KraftJr. was _- r"
appointed Flight Operations

!

Director last week for the second

Gemini Titan flight GT-2, an

unmanned suborbital mission I_ p -_.
__ : scheduledthisfallby NASA.

Dr. George E. Mueller, asso-
ciate administrator for Manned

Space Flight, at NASA, said
Kraft would have overall re-

sponsibility for direction of the
flight. Kraft, assistant director
for Flight Operations here at
NASA's Manned Spacecraft
Center, is an original member of

the manned space flight team ,i
formed when the agency was

PARAGLIDER SUCCESS-- Last Wednesday the paraglider was towed aloft created in 1958. THREE MILFS above the moon some 2.3 seconds before impact, this pic-ture, taken with a 25ram lens, shows an area about one-and-two-thirds

by a helicopter and then it glided back to earth while still attached to the For the GT-2 mission Kr_t miles wide. The smallest craters are about 30-feet in diameter and 10-

copter by a cable. Pilot E. P. Hetzel rides to earth in the spacecraft replaces Dr. Walter C. Williams, feet deep. One rounded crater, top left, is about 300-feet in diameter

suspended from the paraglider at EdwardsAFB. Asuccessful deployment who resigned from NASA last and has an angular rock mass in its center which might be responsible

test was also completed with an unmanned vehicle. (Continued on Page 3) for its origin.
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MSC Crew At Cape Tests Gemini

GT-2 0perationalProcedures (ContinuedfromPage,)

Pre-mission flight control training intensified at the Cape Kennedy he and White had always been
Mission Control Center as 12 members of the Manned Spacecraft considered big eaters. He said
Center flight control team began developing and testing new opera- that they had a little private joke
tional procedures for the scheduled GT-2 Gemini mission, that if they ever flew a mission

This is the first opportunity together that, "all the foodwould
the flight controllers have had to Control team developing tests be eaten the first day." The
operate MCC equipment in a and procedures include: Opera- flight is scheduled for uptofour-
GT-2 configuration. Later this tions and Procedures, M.H. von days. McDivitt than jokingly
year, the controllers will con- Ehrenfried and Jones Roach; said, "the flight would really be
duct world-wide tracking net- Telemetry and Computer, Ar- a medical experiment in how
work drills to simulate launches, nold Aldrich and James Tom-' long we can go without food."
orbital flights, and recovery berlin; Digital Command Sys- The prime crew for the first
operations in preparation for the tern, Stu Davis (Philco); Tele- Gemini flight, Astronauts Virgil

GT-2 and GT-3 missions, metry and Computer, Lary Wof- 1. (Gus) Grissom and Thomas BACKUPCREW--Astronauts Frank Borman (left), and James A. LovellJr.
Modifications in the Opera- ford (Philco); Booster Systems, P. Stafford, was selected last were named as the backup crew for the second manned Gemini flight,

tions Control Room at the MCC William Platt; Retrofire and April. They have since been GT-4.
are nearing completion for Digital Command System Pro- training for the first manned
GT-2. cedures, John Llewellyn, Tom Gemini flight whichis scheduled craft Program Office, and Paul sion and shaped like a truncated

Members of the MSC Flight Carter and Jerry Bostick. to be a three orbit duration flight. Haney, Public Affairs Office, cone 59 inches high continued
Backup crew for the first were at JPL Monday to look at to take and transmit pictures up

Gemini mission is Astronauts the Ranger photos of the moon. until the moment of impact.
Walter M. Schirra and John W. "The news of Ranger 7's suc- Ranger 6 was launched Janu-

cessuful flight indicates JPL did ary 30 carrying a very similiarYoung.
an outstanding job. The pictures payload to the one on Ranger 7.
should be very very interesting The basic spacecraft perform-EIP _

nanyer from our point of view and ance was excellent and impact

(Continued from Page 1) should be very helpful to our was in the Sea of Tranquility on
work," was the reaction of the Moon within 20 miles of the

1 realize how important this Donald K. Slayton, assistant target point. However the tele-
mission was to you and your director for Flight Crew Oper- vision cameras failed to function.
team at JPL. All of us at the ations, to the successful Ranger The Ranger program is di-
Manned Spacecraft Center are flight, rected by NASA's Office of
most interested in the pictures The Ranger 7 spacecraft was Space Science andApplications.
you took this morning." launched from Cape Kennedy, It has assigned project manage-

Dr. Gilruth also commented Fla. at 10:50 a.m. (CST), Tues- ment to the Jet Propulsion La-
that this was really the first time day, July 28 by an Atlas-Agena borator3?, Pasadena, Calif.,
a spacecraft has been used as a rocket. After a near-perfect which is operated by the Cali-
magnifying glass on another launch it was on its planned fornia Institute of Technology.

celestialbodyright uptoimpact. 69-hour, 228,522 mile space Tracking and communication
He also stated that MSC has voyage, with Ranger 7 was conducted by

Warren Gillespie, technical At 3 a.m. (CST) last Wednes- the NASA/J PL Deep Space
assistant to Maxime Faget at da.y a mid course maneuver was Network.
J PL and that plans are to send performed by the Ranger 7

several people from the lunar spacecraft on command from a ary_oll_il)nrl_nilgJerMANNED SPACECRAFTCenter flight controllers conductDigital Command surface technology area at MSC radio signal sent from the earth.

Systems Tests in the Modified Operations Control Room at the Mission tO JPL in California. The moon-bound-craft was near- (Continued from Page 1)

Control Center, Cape Kennedy, Fla. in preparation for the upcoming Dr. Gilruth, Dr. Joseph F. ly half way to its destination
Gemini GT-2 flight later thisyear. Shea, manager, Apollo Space- when the correction was radioed American Aviation's Space and

for the course change. Information Systems Division,

Tool Set Developed For Use On Moon Flight The single experiment car- Downey, Calif. under contractried by the 806-pound Ranger 7 to the NASA Manned Space-
consisted of six television craft Center.

An inflight toolset for space dozen in-flight uses and more replace electronic cards and cameras. In the 16 plus minutes Eleven full-scale deployment
flight operations and mainte- than 30 maintenance tasks, with instruments.
nance is being developed for use many more expected. The toolset will eliminate the before impact the cameras be- tests have been conducted withgan taking and sending pictures the paraglider system since
by Apollo astronauts on their For instance, it willbe used by need for handles and knobs and back to earth from an altitude of January of this year. These tests
first round trip to the moon. astronauts at the work station in other hardware on various too- about 1400 miles above the sur- are to insure that developmental

The toolset is being designed the Apollo command module. It dule parts and will eliminate the face of the moon. problems encountered earlier in
at North American's Space and will open and close valves, need for severalindividualtools. The 382-pound television wing structures and in sequenc-
Information Systems Division, operate the astro-sextant door, The basic toolset handle con-
Downey, Calif., for N ASA's open and close various compart- sists of a la/2 by 3/4 by 6-inch package, designed and built by ing have been solved success-
Manned Spacecraft Center. ments, tighten environmental handle containing a three-posi- RCA's Astro-Electronics Divi- fully.
Weighing only 12 ounces, it has control system equipment, ad- tion ratchet, a pry bar, an ad-
been earmarked for more than a just the couches, remove and justable torque control unit and

a built-in dual size driving lug
w, " "-..L.- " containing 7/16-inch and s/32-inch

hexagonal male wrenches.
The 7/l_-inch wrench has a

ball lock onto which various
attachments will snap. The
handle also contains a flip-out

• device which converts the han-
m

dle into a crank.
Seven attachments come with

the toolset. They include other

I hexagonal keys of varying sizesand lengths, one with a flexible
cable, one internal hexagonal

,_1 socket wrench, and two screw
drivers.

Handle parts and attachments
are made of high-grade .steel-
The toolset handle shell is made
of forged aluminum.

A companion wrench set con-
sistingof twohandlesandeight

;, -_ interchangeable open-end

¢ _ •j wrenches varying in size from
"//16 of an inch to 1 inch also is HEADEDFORMARENUBIOM--Thissketch depicts the attitude of Ranger 7

APOLLO TOOLSET--Technician in space suit tests oil-purpose inflight being developed for some main- as it drops to the Mare Nubium (Sea of Clouds) on the lunar surface.

Apollo toalset under development for astronauts enroute to the moon. tenance tasks. Spacecraft is tilted to allow cameras to look down the flight path.
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Dress For Apollo Crews A Far Cry From Mercury Days
Project Apollo space travelers American astronauts set foot on here at the Manned Spacecraft for example. That's what astro- to provide oxygen for breathing

will bear little resemblance to the moon. Center where members of the nauts may wear beneath their and pressurization while outside
the men who took the first Even enroute to the moon--a Crew Systems Division are pressure suits on the moon. the spacecraft or in the event of
orbital steps into space during three-day journey-the space working to improve the safety, Water-or a glycerine liquid- a failure of cabin pressure.
Project Mercury. suit may be shed in favor of a comfort and mobility of men will be pumped through tubing Thermal Garment: a monk-

Space Suits, fur instance, may "Constant Wear Garment," a who must venture into environ- sewn into long underwear to like coverall which covers the

be white instead of silver, form-fitting cross between ski ments hostile to earth residents, cool the wearers and to prevent entire body with shirt, trousers,
And no matter what color the suits and long underwear. And many of their ideas will perspiration, boot covers, mittens and hood

space suits are, they'll be hidden These are just a few of the find application here on earth. Furnace workers, sports car to protect astronauts from the
by coveralls when the first concepts under consideration Take water-cooled underwear, drivers, even fire fighters may direct rays of the sun while on

someday wear versions of this the lunar surface.
garment. Polar explorers and Meteoriod Garment: a cover-

mountain climbers may wear it ing cape-like garment which
for warmth. British pilots are may be a separate metallic
experimenting with the idea, too. material over the thermal gar-

But NASA's engineers are ment, or may be designed as
mostly concerned about a ward- part of the thermal coverall.
robe for moon travelers. Here Add to this a helmet, complete
are just a few of the concepts with microphones and ear-
they're working on: phones, a "King Arthur" visor

The Constant Wear Garment: to filter radiation and feeding
long, cotton underwear to absorb port to allow space explorers to
sweat and act as a wick, allow- eat and drink while in a pres-
ing evaporation which cools surized suit.

astronauts in the Apollo cam- Then strap on a portable unit
mand module while enroute to to supply pumps (for the liquid
the moon. undergarment), oxygen (for

Liquid-Cooled Undergarment: pressure and breathing), radios
long underwear entwined with (for telemetry and communica-
tubes of liquid to prevent per- tions) and an evaporator (to dis-
spiration and offer constant, sipate heat).
comfortable temperatures, even Exotic?
during heavy workloads. Yes.

Pressure Suit: a reasonably Chic?PROTECTIVE OVERGARMENTS--Astronauts Frank Borman (left), and Elliot M. ,See Jr., demonstrate prototype

thermal overgarments designed to protect men on the moon from the direct rays of the sun and the resultant conventional (for pilots) garment No.
heat rodiated without a thick protection of atmosphere as on earth. On their backs are mock-ups of units which

will provide life support and communication equipment for the astronauts while they are on the surface of the
moon.

Students In MSC's Co-op Program ,
Maintain High Academic Standings - ,

Tom Buckler, an MSC Co-up demic standing (most have a University of Florida, South _,,i_lt_ ..- ..
student since Feb. 5, 1962. re- "B" average or better). Florida and .Auburn join Gear- .

ceivcd the Pi Tau Sigma Soph- The Co-op Program, like the giaTech in the South and South- I_ ":_i_!i

more Scholastic Award at the rest of MSC, has grown rapidly, east. Among the local Texas
1964 Honors Exercises atGeor- From its beginning in March, schools are Arlington State, ii
gia Tech recently. 1961 it has grown to 200 stu- Texas A&M, University of ' ' :,l_:<,'.:-

Buckler, a mechanical engi- dents from 31 colleges and uni- Houston and SMU. J t

neering student, is assigned to versities throughout the United Seven Engineering and Devel- '. :"" '_":_"-i_ii
the Mechanical Landing Sys- States. opment Divisions participate in _ , _ "-"._5.:'-:>.
tems Branch, Structures and These schools range from training Co-op students. Flight . _.,,,:.::..e..
Mechanics Division. He is one Drexel Institute, University of Operations and Flight Crew _:-.:,-.:-:-
of twenty co-ops from Georgia Louisville, and Virginia Poly- Operations also join in these

t_lll i, ITech and has been with the technic Institute in the East to efforts along with the Engineer- '_,
Center as long as many perma- the University of Arizona and ing Division, Facilities Division

nent employees. New Mexico State University and Resources Management
Most of the other co-ops at in the West. Fenn College, Uni- Division. MSC co-ops are also ...."- ,.

MSC share two things with versity of Detroit. Northwestern assigned to MSC Florida Opera-
Bt,ckler-an interest in aero- University, are representative tions and MSC White Sands _
space engineering and high aca- of the North and Midwest. The Missile Range.

All trainees are given the WATERCOOLED GARMENT--An experimental garmet designed to cool
opportunity to observe and gain space-suit-clad astronauts by water-filled tubes sewn to its fabric has

experience in the several areas been delivered to the Crew Systems Division here at the Manned Space-

of aerospace engineering prac- craft Center for evaluation. The garment which promises to allow astro-

[iced at MSC. Co-ops arc at- nauts to work harder and perform more tasks that originally expected, is

forded practical experience in being developed by the Hamilton Standard division of United Aircraft

applying basic engineering prin- Corporation.
ciples and theories which allows

them an opportunity to deter- j_l_j _mine the kind of work for which

.. -'mile they are best suited. (Continued from Page 1)

_ _ t_I Each co-op represents a well- March to become vice president
f:. ) trained potential future MSC and general manager, MannedEngineer or Scientist. Upon Systems Division, at Aerospace

graduation, these students are Corp., El Segundo, Calif.
able to step into full-time posi- Kraft was responsible for
tions without the usual orienta- flight direction from lift-off to

tion and time-consuming train- recovery in Project Mercury,

ing. the Nation's first manned flight

,! - Like full-time MSC employ- program, and also the first
ees, co-op students are selected Gemini flight.

CO-OP STUDENTS AT WORK--Three of the 99 co-op students presently from a Civil Service Register. When not directing a flight,
on the MSC employee rolls are shown as they discuss "the design of a They must be enrolled at a Kraft's regular responsibilities
variable orifice shock absorber used in conjunction with the test and schoolwithwhichtheCenterhas include coordinating details as-

development of Apollo docking hardware. They are {I. to r. Mike Robinson cooperative agreement in addi- sociated with preparing for the

and Tom Buckler from Georgia Tech, and Dave Bettler from Southern tion to having a high academic tracking, recovery and control
Methodist University. average, of a mission. CHRISTOPHERC. KRAFT
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Advanced Manned Missions Study Contracts
To Cover Period After Landings On Moon

Looking beyond the time when American astronauts will have landed on the Moon, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration announced recently that the Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Ala., has negotiated 29 contracts for studies of advanced manned missions.

The 29 studies, as well as two

more still being negotiated and a stage rocket plane able to take of an initial orbital launch facility
third to be negotiated soon, will off horizontally with the second (OLF) that can be used in sup-
cover the subjects of vehicle stage riding the first piggyback, port of manned planetary and
development, earth orbital oper- The booster would take the lunar missions; (2) specify acti-
ations and lunar and planetary second stage almost to orbit vities that call for designed-in
explorations, before burnout. The second gravity and determine whether a

Out of the information gath- stage would then separate and zero-G or artificial gravity-type
ered by the studies, NASA will continue the payload to orbit OLF is required; (3) identify the
determine what manned space under its power. The booster supporting research and devel-
programs 'after Apollo (as the could be piloted through a nose- opment tasks needed to solve
Moon mission is called) most high re-entry into atmosphere problems for an OLF; and (4)
effectively meet urgent national and then be flown back to base develop, if required, a design

needs. In addition, the work will on air-breathing engines, evolution for a possible series of MAKING FINAL CHECKSof the live pitch control motorsof the Apollo

enable NASA to plan the best The second stage, meanwhile, OLFs beginning with an early Spacecraft (BP-15) Launch Escape System, (LES), are MSC-Florida
use of scientific and engineering could continue to rendezvous orbital research laboratory. Operation's Elmer Karberg, quality control inspector, left, and AI Cave,

talent, with an orbiting space station The other two studies will mechanical systems engineer. Karberg and Cave are part of the NASA-
Of the 29 study contracts, 17 andtake on passengers or deliver determine the operations in- Contractor team at Cape Kennedy conducting preflight tests of the BP-15

are on launch vehicles, includ- cargo to a point in orbit before valved in launching spacecraft Apollo spacecraft in preparation for the Saturn-Apollo $A-7 launch. The
ing two studying improvements returning to earth. Both stages from Earth orbit and consider LES, designed to pull the Apollo Command Module, housing the astro-
of Saturn IB. would be piloted by men on each possible uses for spent rocket nauts, clear of the launch vehicle in an abort operation, is being checked

Five studies involve improve- flight and could be used repeat- engines and modules orbited in the newly completed Manned Spacecraft Ordnance Storage Building
ment of Saturn V. edly. while performing other missions, on NASA's Merritt Island.

Under the heading "'Launch Of the three Earth orbital In the Apollo Logistics Sup-

Vehicle Systems Criteria," studies, one is a seven-month port System (ALSS) program, --"ApOllO T_Launch _,_Escane ___SvsfemBoeing will consider "'Projec- continuation of work on "'Ad- three studies are to be made.

tions from Historical Trends" vanced Orbital Launch Opera- Boeing and the Bendix Corp. Checkout Made At Merritt Island
and North American will study tions," authorized by modifica- ($800,000 each) will make
"projections from potential tion of an earlier contract with parallel studies of a mobile The Launch Escape System for the Apollo Spacecr',fft BP-15
trends." Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. Boe- laboratory (MOLAB) to operate became the first system to undergo tests and checkout on NASA's

In the continued investigation ing has contracted for another on the Moon surface. MOLAB new Merritt Island Complex, according to an announcement by
of a reusable orbital transport, study in the series "Orbital would have a complete life- NASA officials at Cape Kennedy
Lockheed will consider aspects Launch Facility." A study called support system for two explor- Although Manned Spacecraft Escape Motor in the Apollo
of the first stage, and General "Utilization of Spent Stages" is ing astronauts in "shirt-sleeve Center-Florida Operations, the series of flights at Cape Ken-
Dynamics/Astronautics, the se- being negotiated with North environment" (pressurized first major NASA organization nedy, the first system checkout
cond stage. American. cabin) with an air-locked exit for scheduled to occupy facilities on at Merritt Island, and the first

As now envisioned, a reusable Boeing's study is intended to the gathering of soil and rock Merritt Island, will not start their unit to be checked out in the new
orbital transport would be atwo- (11 produce a conceptual design samples in space suits, move until September, a few Merritt Island Industrial Area."

Merritt Island buildings are now North American Engineer Jim
in limited use by NASA and Payne indicated that on the up-
contractor elements, coming Apollo-Saturn SA-7

The Launch Escape System, flight, the LES will be jettisoned
(LES), whose solid propellant in a test of the escape motor.
motor develops approximately "Ninety miles down range at an
155,000 pounds of thrust, has altitude of 50 miles, ignition of
been undergoing tests in the new the escape motor will occur," he
Ordnance Storage Building. The said, "causing LES separation
33-foot-long LES provides for from the Apollo boiler plate
astronaut safety by lifting the Command Module.'"
Apollo command module away The LES is scheduled to be
from the launch vehicle in the moved from the Ordnance Star-

event of an emergency abort age Building. Merritt Island,
operation, and held in readiness at Cape

"Buildup of the LES marks Kennedy for eventual installa-
several firsts," said Ed Tim- tion on top of the BP-15 Com-
mons, MSC-FloridaOperation's mand Module of the SA-7 flight
Ordnance Engineer, "It will be vehicle. Launch is scheduled for
the first firing of the Launch September.

liLei_

New Temperature Resistant Compound
For Space Use Developed At Goddard

Researchers at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center have
developed the first known high temperature-resistant ceramic
potting compound in which delicate space electronics can be baked
for protection against extreme heat.

The reliability of electronics is
effected by high temperatures, mits it to be cured in place

Much like baking a cake with around the electronics without
a file in it, the new ceramic pot- effecting them. It combines
ting compound is mixed to the protection against heat up to

', q consistency of cake batter, 2500 degrees Fahrenheit with
_"- poured around the electronic protection against vibration.

_ _,.L_--zaeO'_ " components contained in a Goddard developed the heat-
"lg_ -_-_, metallic tray and baked in an resistant ceramic potting cam-

= oven. pound as a weight-saving method

Differing from the edible cake, of protecting satellite electronics
however, the ceramic is allowed against possible damage by heat
to rise (or foam) and is then from onboard nuclear power

_._-. - _._,- baked (or cured) at temperatures sources.• ' half those required for the edible The compound also will have
FLORIDA GIANT--The giant Vertical Assembly Buil.ding (VAB), which will house the Saturn V moon rockets cake. application in shielding the elec-
during pre-launch checkouts, begins to take shape in this recent aerial photo of construction progress at NASA's The ceramic potting cam- tronics of sounding rockets
Merritt IslandLaunchArea. At the lower right is the LaunchControlCenter for Complex39. In the background pound can be cured at tempera- against the transient high tem-
is the towering mobile launch pad (44.5 feet high when completed), and to its right, the beginnings of a second tures as Jaw as 150 degl-@es peratures encountered during

mobile launch pad. Hidden behind the VAB is the crawler transporter assembly area. Fahrenheit, a feature which per- launch and re-entry.
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li i dRates Down, Po cy Rev se ,i
OnMSCCreditUnionLoans

iigBll
The board of directors of the MSC Federal Credit Union recently

revised the loan policy on current model cars, reducing the interest
rate on these loans to three-fourths of one per cent per month on the
unpaid balance.

Joe Murray, manager of the model car for three-fourths of
Credit Union explained the new one per cent, provided the car is
policy, "'The Credit Union will purchased from an authorized
finance 80 per cent of the actual dealer."
purchase price of a current He also stated that member

borrowers will be required to

t._IIDf'Ilul- show a bill of sale to amhenti-MSC Tennis care the purchase price and that

Now $100 deductible and compre-
,,eor_an,zm_, he,s_ve insurance coverage will

Memhershln Onen berequiredo. these car securedloans.

The reorganization of the The new interest rate is also in

NASA/MSC Tennis Club was effect for loans which are fully SERVICE AWARDS--MaximeA. Faget, assistont director for Engineering and Development, (top left), presented

announced last week, with secured by savings. "'This type fifteen year service emblems and certificates for government service and at least one year with the NASA.
membership open to all inter- Jf loan has definite advantages Receiving awards are (front row I. to r.) Ulys E. Ward, Structures and Mechanics Division; Myra Sherman,
ested persons experienced or when the insurance benefits are Instrumentation & Electronics Systems Division; and R. E. Kosinski, Instrumentation & Electronics Systems
inexperienced, considered," Murray said.

Location of play is tentatively Life savings insurance if Division; (back row, I. to r.) Faget; Cecil Ralnes, Crew Systems Division; Arthur Hinners, Crew Systems Division;and M. R. Franklin Jr., Information SystemsDivision.
set to be at MacGregor Tennis offered by the Credit Union on
Courts in south Houston, just deposits up to $2,000 and loan
off the Gulf Freeway. Thetime protection insurance o,1 loans New Entrance MSC BOWLING ROUNDUP

and day of play shall be deter- up to $10,000 at no extra cost to TO Center
mined by agreement of the the member.

members. Commenting on the phenomi- Opened This Week MsccouPLESLEAGUEBowl rn uts 12 20
MSC Employees Activities nal growth of the Credit Union, Standings as of July 28 Lucky Seven 10 22

Association will be requested to Murray stated that the half- Anew entrance to the Manned Shucks 7 25
supplement part of the playing million mark in assets has been Spacecraft Center located at the Team Won Lost Women's High (;ames: S.
cost. passed. There are ample funds west end of Avenue B was Cotton Pcikers 22V2 9V= Swain215,210

For further information inter- available for immediate loans to opened Monday for use by Our Gang 22 10 Men's High Games: L. Caller

ested persons should contact anyone who can qualify for a vehicles on which the MSC The Uncalled Four 21 I1 228,215
Robert Swint at HU 3-4765. Credit Union loan. decal or vehicle pass is dis- Four Aces 20 12 Women's High Series: S.

played. Schpidlrunners 18 14 Swain590.559
The access road to this en- Fireballs 14V2 17V= Men's High Series: L. Galler

MSC Duplicate Bridge Club Votes  ran e,eadto St.te o.d Thinkers 13 19 657, H. Maples 560

To Hold Meetings Every Tuesday northitheOldofWebster.Galvest°nhighway),
Allvisitorswillcontinuetobe Visitors At MSC. . .

The interest in duplicate bridge has been so enthusiastic that the routed to, and processed
members of the MSC Duplicate Bridge Club recently voted to through, the Second Street
increase the playing nights to every Tuesday. entrance.

Games are held at the NCO Avenue B west entrance will
Club at Ellington, with play July 7--NS: (1)-Ruth and
scheduled to commence at Richard McCreight, (2)-Betty initially be open from 7 a.m. to
7:15 p.m. and John Herrmann; EW: (1)- 5:30 p.m. on regular working

days. Traffic count surveys will
Willingness of J. R. Arnett, Richard Baldwin and Tom be conducted to determine if the

Wayne Brewer andJ. N. Lamar- Moore, (2)-Mr. and Mrs. J.H. open hours should be expanded
che to assist Jim Raneyin direct- O'Neill. or curtailed. :,
ing the games makes it possible July 21--NS: (l)-Major and Any changes in these hours
to schedule the meetings on a

Mrs. William E. Stewart, (2)- will be announced prior to their dli_j
weekly basis. Gil Chisholm and Bill Mc- becoming effective.

"[he MSC Duplicate Bridge Daniel; EW: (l)-Ruth and

Club is now affiliated with the Richard McCreight, (2)-Rich- MSC Dance Club
American Contract Bridge Lea- ard Clover and A. E. Kilpatrick.
gue and is sanctioned to award Le$$oli 5e88ioIi
master points. Thusfar, theClub If you would like to play
has only held Fractional Master bridge but don't have a partner, To Begin Soon ?-
Point games, but a schedule of call Evelyn Huvar, secretary of
full Master Point games is being the Duplicate Club, extension A new session of inexpensive

summer dance lessons is startingestablished. 32541, and she'll try to line one
soon it was announced by the

Winners at recentgames were: up for you. MSC Dance Club. CHAMBER OF COMMERCEmanagers representing an eight state area
were recent visitors to the Manned Spacecraft Center. The C of C man-

The lessons are open to cou-
ples or stags and will cost less seers were given a tour of the Center and are shownviewing one of the
than $1 per hour for beginner, exhibits in the Auditorium.
intermediateor advancedles-
sons.

.'5 Interested parties may call
Jerome Kumicz, Ext. 33239, or
at his home WA 1-5554. u.s_

WAKE UP 7-0 " --
T/ii_IpT 14/177/ .

O.£SAyltC6SBOICS
[

INCENTIVEAWARDS--Maxime A. Faget, assistantdirector for Engineer- #
ing and Development, presentssustained superior "performance award /
checksof $500each to RichardS. Johnston,chief, Crew SystemsDivlslon __@_(left) and Ralph S. Sawyer, chief, Instrumentation & Electronic Systems TEXASSENATORS--Recentvisitors to the Manned Spacecraft Center were
Division (right). The awards are given in recognition of outstanding II (I. to r.) John P. Wold, Shell Chemical Co., Houston; and Texas State
performance over a period of at least six months. H_ I 1 Senators Criss Cole of Houston and Culp Krueger of EICampo.
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SpotlightOn
Secretaries...
THELM,4 HORN (left) is secre-

tary to H. Kurt Strass, assistant
_+:: chief, Structures and Mechanics

Division. She joined the Manned
Spacecraft Center on May 16,
1962. Born in Houston, Thelma
is a graduate of Ball High School

; in Galveston, and attended
Metropolitan Business College in
that city. Prior to joining MSC,
she was a secretary with the
M. W. Kellogg Company in Texas
City. She also has held various
other secretarial jobs in this area.
Thelma has three children, Ju-

• '" • • _ _ dith 15, Jack 1O, andJanet 5, and
"_ _ they reside in Kemah, Tex. Her

spare time interests include bowl-
! " ing and sewing.
b i .%,

BARBARA SCHWARTZ (right)
t P _ is secretary to Andre J. Meyer,

q senior assistant; Paul M. Sturte-. _f vant, special assistant; John E.
Roberts, technical assistant; and
Stephen M. Andrich, special pro-
jects, inthe Office of the Manager, MSC Rod And Gun Club

President Issues New Policy ProgramOffice.She
joined, NASA in April 1962 here TO Provide Deer Hunt AreasA-- |_/A'|* 1-t|_ |

a meaAt amng Hanmcappea ,--o=,on. = orobor
Natchez, Miss. and completed The MSC Rod and Gun Club hunters to find an open range to

A new call to "Show the Na- designed to streamline Federal high school in Memphis, Tenn. is attempting to provide MSC hunt.
tion what can be done" by the recruiting and examining pro- She attended Memphis State personnel with good hunting Hunting leases are available
Government as an employer "to cedures and to simplify the pro- University and also Southwestern areas at a reasonable cost. in Texas ranging from $10 a day
make fuller use of the abilities of cess by which a citizen applies Business University in Houston. The 1964 Texas deer season to $100 per gun per season.
handicapped Americans" was for a civil service job. Before joining =NASA she taught will open Saturday, November However, it is difficult for a
recently issued to Federal One proposal calls for crea- school in Ismailia, Egypt, and 14, in most regulatory counties, hunter not familar with Texas
agencies by President kyndon Lion of Interagency Boards of for a short period worked in the Each year it becomes a more areas to select one to suit his
B.Johnson. Examiners and lnteragency Job Harris County Court House_ Her difficult problem for deer needs and pocketbook.

The President announced is- Information Centers at principal husband, Robert Schwartz, works "The time to start selecting an
suance of a new policy state- locations throughout the Nation, in the Structures and Mechanics Her hobbies and interests include area is now. Contact Richard
ment to agencies in his remarks to eliminate duplication, cut Division here at MSC, and the traveling, cooking, reading and McComb at Ext. 3-4571 for
at the annual Washington meet- costs,and provide better service, couple resides in Dickinson, Tex. sewing, additional information.
ingofthe President's Committee The other proposal would
on Employmentof the Handi- establishcareer rosters to facili- _

capped, taLe interagency use, transfer, M _ 10 at work...The new policy defines the and promotion of well-qualified

handicapped as including: employees in the upper levels. _r, , f _ , f , [

I. The qualified mentally re- Both proposals, now under __t_,__ ,___ ] .l_J_Larded, who can perform well discussion with Federal agen- ' '_ , _tll;h-r, r rrrrrrrl, _,,r ......... 73_LL_

some of the simpler tasks that cies, stem from a broad CSC
must be done in any large staff study of the Commission's _ l
organization, total examining and recruiting g2. The mentally restored, program. - --=
whoseonlyhandicapisthatthey - -
once were ill. .,"

3. The physically impaired, Legislative Proposal -_who are not thereby occupa-
tionallydisabled. WouldAuthorizeMore

"'We can make this extra For Employee Moveseflbrt without creating extra jobs
especially for the handicapped- A Legislative Proposal that
without impairing the merit sys- would authorize Federal agen-
tern- and without compromising cies to pay for more of the mov-
the quality or efficiency of our ing costs when employees are re-
work force. In fact, 1 believe we located for the convenience of

will add to the efficiencyof the the Governmenthas been sent li_,_

Government," the President to Congress by the Civil Service ARTHUR C. CHAPMAN, electronic development PATRICK LAFFERTY, AST, Advanced Spacecraft Tech-

said. Commission. technician, of the Structures and Mechanics Division, nology Division, Radiation and Fields Branch, checks

"'1 am convinced that it is The proposal seeks to amend Experimental Dynamics Section, operates a Sine Con- installation drawings for electrostatic charge mea-

morally right-socially just- the Administrative Expenses sole for a vibration system, surement equipment for the G/-4 mission.
economically sensible-and ad- Act of 1946. It provides au-
ministratively feasible to open thority to increase the maximum
the door of employment to weight limit of transported

handicapped but job-qualified household goods, liberalize /-_ f'i _"_Americans," he continued. "An travel expenses of the employ-

enlightened Government can- ee's immediate family, pay their / _¢" N_.
and will and must lead the way. subsistence expenses as well as "_'_,

According to Carl Maxey, the employee's, for up to a
MSC Personnel Division, co- month, and reimburse employees
ordinator for the Employmentof who move to isolated posts in
the Handicapped, there are over this country for up to three
100 employees at MSC with years' storage of household
major physical handicaps. These goods.
persons pertbrm well a variety New maximum weight limit of
of assignments throughout the household goods under the PETERHIGGINS, Advanced Spacecraft Technology BILL NELSON, Structures and Mechanics Division,
Center, both in technical and proposal would be 11,000 Division, is a project engineer for the ground Experimental Structures Branch, operates an oscillo-

administrative fields, pounds, up nearly 60 percent observation system of optical and radio telescopes at graph -- reproducing data from an analog tape

Civil Service Commission is from the present 7,000-pouna Apollo tracking stations, used for monitoring solar recorder.
considering a pair of proposals limit, flares.
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Under Weightless Conditions

Hook-Loop Device May Keep ..
Astronaut's Feet On Floor

A device originally designed to replace zippers may keep an
astronaut's feet on the floor in the weightlessness of an Apollo
spacecraft.

The device is a nylon tape- of tiny hooks, and the other with
fastening material, used widely scores of tiny loops.
in place of zippers in clothing. It When pressed together, the
consists of two pieces of nylon hooks engage the loops. A slight
fabric-one covered with scores pull bends the hooks, releasing __

Apollo Spacecraft them from the loops and separat- ....ingthetwopiecesoffabric. ,71 _=
Engineers at North American --_

Clock And Timer Aviation's Space and lnforma-

Contract Awarded tion Systems Division, under
contract to NASA's Manned

The contract for designing and Spacecraft Center, are consider-
building mechanical clocks, me- ing use of the tape in the Apollo
chanical timers and electronic spacecraft. -.
timers for use in the Apollo Weightlessness in space pre-
spacecr',fft, has been awarded to sents many problems for astro-
Gibbs Manufacturing and Re- nauts. If one bends over to tie ....
search Corporation, a subsidiary his shoe, his feet will leave the .,:
of the Hammond Organ Cam- floor like a diver doing a jack- ',

pany. knifeand he maytumblehead
The mechanical clocks will be over heels. If he is not held

small, highly accurate, rugged down, any small movement may -----"--: °
timepieces that will be panel- send an astronaut floating across ",_*;- _

mountedin thepilotcompart-thecabin.
ments of the spacecraft. Hour, The tape may solve this prob- _, ..
minute, and sweep-second hands lem and others. In recent tests, ,
will indicate time on 24 hour, 60 a small pad made of the llooks "
minute-second dials. A single was attached to sandals, and a

knob will permit winding and rug made of the loops was
setting.Theclockswilloperate attachedto the floor.The test . __
formorethaneightdayswithout subjectwas thus held in place : t --.-
rewinding, and his hands remained free. _" _:

The mechanical timers will be The force holding him was ,:
similar in form to the mechanical strong enough to permit normal
clocks and will utilize some of body movements -- including Lr
the same design features. The such things as using hand tools
timer hands ,*'ill indicate time on and lifting equipment. At the ""-
10 hour, 60minute-second dials, same time, he could move about
A knob ,sill permit winding and easily. The effort required to
setting, and a second knob will separate the hooks and loops is
permit starting, stopping, and less than that generated in a

APOLLO BP-15 ON WAY TO PAD--The fully stacked Apollo Boilerplate-15"command module, service moduleresetting hands for timing events, normal step.
and adapter section are shown being transported to Launch Complex 37A at Cape Kennedy for mating withThe electronic timer will Putting on the sandals in free

operate from external electrical floating conditions was difficult, the Saturn. The SA-7 launch is scheduled lute in this quarter.

pulses to indicate time on a but once on they made it easier
digital readout. Push-buttons to don other restraining devices.
will permit starting, stopping, Some operations, such as using
and resetting for timing events, a sextant, could not be per-

All the clocks and timers will formed without using the san-
be hermetically sealed and will dais along with other restraints.

\ i!be ableto withstandthe severe Thehookandloopfabricalso
wtriations in temperature and is being considered to immobi-
pressure, as well as the high lize tools, instruments and other
amplitudes of vibration, accous- loose items to the interior of the |
tical noise, acceleration, and Apollo spaceship, and to attach
shock encountered in space, equipment to space suits.

I., K
I,

6 _ j

_. " SATURN FROM MICHOUD--The second Saturn I booster (S-I-10) built at NASA's Michoud Operations in New

_JL Orleans is shown being loaded onto the NASA barge Promise July 24 for shipment to the Marshall Space

APOLLO REVIEW--A review to re-examine crew requirements for the first Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala. After static firing tests, the 21-foot diameter, 80-foot-talJ first stage will be

orbital Apollo spacecraft was held last month at North American Aviation returned to Michoud for final checkouts before being shipped to Cape Kennedy, Fla., far launching. The S-I-10

in Downey, Calif. NASA, and Space and information Systems people are stage is the first of two Saturn I, and 12 more powerful Saturn IB boosters to be assembled at Michoud by the

shown examining an Apollo mockup. Several of the astronauts performed Chrysler Corporation Space Division. Generating 1.5 million pounds of thrust, the two-stage Saturn I rocket

simulated exercises of operations that would be required during orbital will be used to orbit elements of the Apollo spacecrqft in preparation for manned lunar landing flights. The

flight. 1100-mile voyage up the Mississippi, Ohio and Tennessee Rivers to Huntsville requires about five days.
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TheSPACENEWSROON00Panoff,c,a'pub',cat,onofthe Wlrn MS¢ PERSONALITY
Manned Spacecraft Center, National Aeronautics and Space

Administration, Hauston, Texas, is published for MSC personnel Aboard ] phby the Public Affairs Office. ose Guy Thibodaux Heads
Director .......... Robert R. Gilruth Forty-two new employees Propulsion And Power Division

Public Affairs Officer ........ Paul Haney joined the Manned Spacecraft With an extensive background in the area of rockets and vehicle
Chief, News Services Branch ..... Ben Gillespie Center during the last reporting propulsion, Joseph Guy Thibodaux joined the Manned Spacecraft
Editor ............ MiltonE.Reim period. Center on January 5 of this year as chief of the Propulsion and

AUDIT OFFICE: Ara E. Power Division.

Coker. He holds five patents on solid test technology and pyrotech-

[Sp ] RELIABILITY AND QUA-rockets and solid rocket manu- nics.
ace News Of Five Years Ago LITY ASSURANCE DIVI- facturing techniques. In addi- In his present position he

SION: Quintin T. Ussery. tion to solid rocket research he guides the division that is re-

August7, 1959-ExplorerVl, tiations be undertaken with PERSONNEL DIVISION: has specialized in the fields of sponsible for providing direct
popularly called the "Paddle- McDonnell for the fabrication of Judith A. Brown, Dianna M. vehicle propulsion, liquid roc-
wheel Satellite," launched by six additional Mercury space- Flowers, Eileen 1. Patton, and kets, thermal protection, and
NASA Thor-Able 3, contained craft. Mary J. Roth. hightemperature materials.
14 experiments, and a photocell August 15, 1959--The astro- WHITE SANDS OPERA- Thibodaux has also special-
scanner which transmitted a nauts began their initial centri- TIONS (New Mexico): Fidel ized in research in the fields of
crude picture of the earth's sur- fuge training at the Aviation Provencio Jr. meteroid and impact phenomena,
face and cloud cover from a Medical Acceleration Labora- OFFICE OF ADMINIS- thermal arc technology, flight _,
distance of 17,000 miles, tory. During the first part of the TRATIVE SERVICES: Thel-

August13,1959-Discoverer month Space Task Group per- ma D. Katz.
V placed into polar orbit by AF sonnel had installed and checked GEMINI PROGRAM OF- SPACE

Thor-Agena A, but reentry cap- out Mercury spacecraft simula- FICE: Richard D. Gadbois, QUOTESsule not recovered due to paste- tion equipment at the Aviation Richard C. Henry, Marlene V.
jection malfunctions. Medical Acceleration Labora- Forster (Baltimore, Md.)

August 14, 1959-NASA tories in preparation for the APOLLO SPACECRAFT
Headquarters approved a Space astronaut centrifuge training PROGRAM OFFICE: Yvette "The fact that we do not plan JOSEPH G. THIBODAUX
Task Group proposal that nego- program. G. Baker, Humberto F. Alcan- space projects for aggression does

ter, (RASPO, WSO, N.M.), not mean that we have a national technical support to the MSC
Richard F. Langnau, (Cam- security space gap or that we will program offices in the area of

On The Lighter Side bridge, Mass.), Robert B. Mun- allow one to develop." Dr. Edward spacecraft main and auxiliary
son, (WSO, N.M.), Louis R. C: Welsh, executive secretary, propulsion systems, stored
Gomez, (WSO, N.M.). National Aeronautics and Space energy systems such as pyre-

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR Council. technics, gas generators, etc..
FOR ENGINEERING AND "By 2000 A.D. moon-voyaging and electrical power generationsources involving both chemical
DEVELOPMENT: Joyce A. may be somewhat commonplace and nuclear sources.
Mattocks. (for astronauts). It appears un-

STRUCTURES AND ME- likely that a trip to the moon will He is presently supervising
U CHANICS DIVISION: Wade appeal to the average tourist, and directing several Apollo sub-
N D. Dorland, and Philip R. Chap- Considering the fact that we are systems in the areas of propul-I sion, powergeneration,and
T man. still grappling with the problemsof
I¢' ADVANCED S PACE- the nature of the lunar surface, the pyrotechnics for the Apollo
D CRAFT TECHNOLOGY results of prolonged periods of program, and is directing ad-vance and supporting technology
S DIVISION: Martin A. Pomer- weightlessness, and the need for in propulsion and power.
T antz. mar6 efficient and less costly moon- Thibodaux joined NASA in
A CREW SYSTEMS DIVI- launching vehicles, it would be
T SION: Rose M. Hernandez, folly to suggest that in another 36 August of 1946 at Langley and
F" Carol A. Janecek. and Charles years the moon will have become while there headed up, at differ-
S R. Thomas. a tourist haven." Dr. Hugh L. Dry- ent times, the High Tempera-

GUIDANCE AND CON- den, deputy administrator, NASA. ture Materials Branch, theMaterials Section, the Rocket
TROL DIVISION: Jenney P. Section, and the Model Propul-
Burgan. Hull, Thomas P. Keenan, Patri- sion Section. He was at Langley

INSTRUMENTATION cia M. Myers, and John W. until he came to MSC in his
AND ELECTRONIC SYS- Swanson.
TEMS DIVISION: John C. OFFICE OF ASSISTANT present capacity.

Born in Napoleonville, La.,
Sloan, and James B. TollisonJr. DIRECTOR FOR FLIGHT Thibodaux attended Farrier

COMPUTATION AND OPERATIONS:JaniceK. Hol- High in New Orleans and was
\ _' ANALYSIS DIVISION: Wal- der, and SandraJ. Rigamonti. graduated from Louisiana State

lace C. Gahan, Richard D. FLIGHT CONTROLDIVI-
Rogan, and William R. Weimer. SION: Perry L. Ealick, Ste- University with a BS degree in

INFORMATION SYS- wart L. Davis, and John P. chemical engineering in 1942.
He served with the Corps of

TEMS DIVISION: Bertram Meszaros. Engineers, U. S. Army in north
Ellis Jr. MISSION PLANNING

MSC-FLORIDA OPERA- AND ANALYSIS DIVISION: and central Burma during WorldWar II.

"Space travel? I don't know about you . . . but I'm sticking to TIONS (Cape Kennedy, FIa): Herbert S. Estes, and Robert E. Thibodaux has written papers

my desk jobW Richard R. Bohlmann, Anne L. Prahl. for over adozen technical public-
ations. Technical papers of his
include "Analytical and Experi-
mental Studies of Spherical
Solid Propellant Rockets",
"Summary of Experience in
Boosting Aerodynamic Re-
search Models", and "'Observed
Effects of Rocket Motor Opera-
tion on Base Pressures of Bodies

in Flight."
He is an associate fellow in

the American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics
(AIAA), a director of the Hamp-
ton Roads, Va., chaper of AIAA,
and a member of the Solid Roc-
ket Subcommittee of AIAA.

He is married to the former

Mary Jo Goliwas of Dixon, Ill.,
and the couple has four children,
Amy 10, Guy 8, Dean 6, and

; Chris 2. The family resides in
League City. Tex.
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Laughs, Serious And Touching Moments,
All Are Encountered On Faith Seven Tour

For the past 10 months the "Faith 7" spacecraft of Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper Jr., has been on a
tour of the state capitals. In each state someone from MSC has accompanied the exhibit to answer
the questions most commonly asked as well as to provide general supervision.

This duty can almost be con-
__- sidered an education in itself they may proclaim that the example,who came throughthe

There are laughs, there are "lead" is to help absorb the heat line with three youngteen-agers.
serious moments and there are and that part of it is melted, or She took a quick look herself,
situations that are touching, that it is part of the air condi- then turned to the boys and

One exhibit staffer has corn- tioning unit. said, "Stay and look as long as
piled a number of these situa- Then there are those who ex- you want to boys, I paid for it."
Lions. Among other things, he plain that the heat shield always (Wonder what kind of income
has determined that at least 98 went first in order to protect the she has.)

• per cent of all women who are pilot from heat-this presents an In Des Moines, several parti-
_ " obviously overweight suffer interesting theory and it takes cular instances stand out. One

from claustrophobia. This pre- rather a graphic imagination to lady brought her 13-year-old
raise is based on the fact that at picture the ,escape tower and blind son through the long line
least that large a percentage of the spacecraft nestled inside the and he obviously got a great
the ladies in this class who look Atlas launch vehicle, thrill out of being able to

FAITHSEVENON TOUR--The Faith 7 spacecraft of Astronaut L. Gordon into the interior of the spacecraft One man, recently, pointed examine the spacecraft with his
Cooper Jr., is shown being viewed in Austin, Tex. gasp, then proclaim in a loud out to ayoung son, a crack in the fingers. He then stood at the

_ __-- voice, "That's not nor me. 1 plexiglass covering the heat heat shield and carefully ex-
a,_ -* have claustrophobia." As a con- shield, "Look son, where the plained the whole thing to his

• i trast, there was one honest heat cracked this whenhe came mother.He pointed out that the
woman in Des Moines who back in the atmosphere." spacecraft was separated from

lookedin and then said, "they'd As a general rule, the space- the booster by explosiveboltshave to cut 40 pounds of fat off craft is well received by the after burnout, that it then exe-
of me before I could get in." public. There are many utter- cured a turnaround maneuver,

One of the major problems is ances of how wonderful it is the apogee and the perigee, how
O that of keeping a straight face that the people are being given long the flight lasted, how far

while answering some of the an opportunity to see this his- the spacecraft traveled, and
questions. There are sevenbasic torical item. Most are amazed many other facts. At moments
questions asked which make up that there is so little room avail- like this, it can be realized just
perhaps 95 per cent of all able and at the compactness of how much the program means to
queries. They are: (1) "Where the spacecraft, while an occa- so many and offers additional
did he get in? (2) Where did he signal visitor marvels at how proof of the normally unrecog-
get out? (3) Which way was he much more room the pilot had nized values.
going? (4) Where is the heat than he had envisioned.
shield and what is it made of? Two men were talking about In another case, a woman wa_

(5) How much does it weigh? "Faith 7" as they walked allowed to break into the line

(6) How hot did it get? and (7) through the line. One said to his with a young teen-age boy. SheHow did he go to the bathroom?" friend, "How much of your tax had taken him from the hospital

LONG LINES FOR A SHORT LOOK--Long lines are commonplace on the These pose no real problem money do you think went into and brought him to the exhibit
tour of Faith 7 to the state capitals. Here a group of students line up for a except for the monotony. It is this?" The other replied, "I in 95 degree heat because hewanted so badly to see a space-
look in Nashville, Tenn. the other five per cent which don't know how much but it was craft. It was determined that he

require quick answers that pro- well spent."

L t u.  r,..A"ono'sUseful Life vide most ofthelightermoments. Then there is the contrast of was suffering from leukemia andFor instance, a woman recently philosophies of people and their has only a short time left accord-
spent at least 10 minutes asking consideration of others. A num- ing to the doctors.Is o,..:_uoject of o,_tuay Contract a, the normal questions plus a ber of real fine people come There are no age or sex

bar-

lot of others while her escort through the line, get a look and tiers when it comes to interest.
A study to determine how' to get literally more mileage from the stood by, apparently getting hurry their party on saying, Old and young, male and female,

Apollo spacecraft will be conducted by the Space & Information
Systems Division of North American Aviation for the Manned more aggravated by the minute. "Come on now, there are a lot everyone is intensely interestedFinally she said, "I have one of other people in line who want and many drive hundi'eds of
Spacecraft Center on a fixed-price basis for $700,000. more question. Was the water he to look at it too." This contrasts miles for a few short seconds to

The major portion of the study
will be directed toward finding will look at the feasibility of had up there with him in liquid sharply with one woman, for see "Faith 7.'"

ways to modify the Apollo lunar combining the best features of form?" While the man on duty
spacecraft to extend its useful two earlier extended mission said that to the best of his
lifetime in space bevond the 14- Apollo concepts, the so-called knowledge it was, her escort- said, "Let's get out of here.
day lunar flight version without Apollo X vehicle for logistics What the hell do you think they
major redesign, and to explore support and the Extended
fully the potential for using the Apollo Concept 1I mission sup- send up, ice cubes or something?"Then there was a little girl in
Apollo for a logistics vehicle as port vehicle.
well as a mission support vehi- Cost and scheduling estimates Pierre, S. D., who refused toleave until she had a ride in the
cle. resulting from modificationsand

Mission durations up to 600 changes in the Apollo and its spacecraft. She was finally con-
days. made possible through systems will be included, vinced that no rides could be
modifications to the Apollo Spaceflight missions that will given until after many more
spacecraft and its systems, will be considered in the study in- people had looked at it.And the little boy in Bismarck,
be analyzed in the course of the clude earth orbits in conven- N.D., who refused to leave the
study. Testing and operational tional west-to-east planes as scene until his father answered

techniques for spacecraft sub- well as polar orbits, and lunar a question for him. The father
systems operating for such long orbits. Lunar missions require a turned and said, "'He won't
periods in space will also be higher degree of reliability and leave till he finds out where his
developed by the engineers con- ease of aborting a mission, and
ductingthe study, thereby more system redun- ray gun is." The little fellowwent happily on his way after

Among the questions for dancy, than do missions in near being told the ray gun was in the
which answers will be sought earth orbit.
are such unknowns as how long Extensive research and test- astronaut's left hip pocket and
can the present subsystems ing will be carried out in such couldn't be seen from that side. AGENA CHECKOUT--Just how will the Agena operate when it is joining

support the extended time in areas as space food for long- There is constant amazement with the two-man Gemini spacecraft 150 miles above the earth? Lockheed
orbit, and can the time be ex- duration missions, increasing in store as proud parents go all Missiles & Space Co. engineers are checking out the various systems of

tended with minimum modifica- the operational lifetime of re- out to impress their progenies this test model Agena when its engines are fired at the company's test
Lions and inclusion of on-board action control rockets and the with their vast knowledge-in base in the Santa Cruz mountains near Sunnyvale, Calif. The main

spare components. A close look effects of long exposure to these cases, all the attendant engine is fired at least five times in a test series to demonstrate its multiplecan do is turn his head and pre-
will be taken at the critical sub- vacuum and radiation on ma- tend it didn't happen. For in- restart ability. Also fired are the two secondary propulsion engines--
systems or components that terials for space use. peculiar to the Gemini Agena Target Vehicle--which will provide small
limit the time that can be spent North American is scheduled stance, despite the sign on the (or vernier) changes in velocity and position when the Agena is in orbit.
in orbit, to complete the study early in plastic indicating that the honey- The current tests of the Agena are for the engine only. Later hot firings

comb is cushioning material, will be made of a complete flight-ready vehicle.Another phase of the study 1965.
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SECONDFRONTPAGE

Wes Messing Named Advisor
To MSC-FO Manager

Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Di- MSC-WSMR until a new man-
rector of NASA's Manned ager is named.
Spacecraft Center in Houston, In his new role with the 450-
announced July 23 the appoint- man Florida Operations group,
ment of Wesley E. Messing as Messing will serve as advisor to

Preston on a wide range of
technical matters. The Florida

group, charged with final prep-
aration of Gemini and Apollo
spacecraft for flight, is moving
into new $60 million facilities

..- _.¢_ this summer in the MeiTiff Is- _'_--

't t- _ land area of Cape Kennedy., Messing has managed the
120-man White Sands MSC unit GEMINI SIMULATORTO MSC--The Gemini Simulator which will provide the training ground for astronauts

_'_" since its beginning in July 1962. going on Gemini flights in the near future was moved to the Manned Spacecraft Center from St. Louislast
Jri that period, he has overseen week. The simulator is built by McDonnellAircraft and isa duplicate of the interior of the Gemini spacecraft
the construction arid activitation that will be launched fromCape Kennedy. Here twoMcDonnell techniciansassemblethe simulatorin Building
of approximately $25,000,000 Four.
worth of Apollo propulsion sys-
tems test facilities there. In

flightadditi°n'threesuccessfulAp°ll°testshave been carried out Desert Survival Training Sessions
at White Sands.

WESLEYMESSING Prior to going to White Sands To Start Monday For I4 Astronautstechnical assistant to G. Merritt as manager, Messing headed a
Preston, manager of MSC- group charged with design and
Florida Operations at Cape development of MSC's new Fourteen of the 29 NASA The nation's newest astro- half practicing survival tech-
Kennedy. thermo-chemical test facility in astronauts here at the Manned nauts will be taking similar in- niques under realistic condi-

Messing has been manager of Houston. Earlier, at NASA's Spacecraft Center will undergo struction to that given at two tions, such as might be en-
MSC's White Sands Operations Edwards Flight Research Cen- a week of desert survival train- previous training sessions last countered if a two-man Gemini
in New Mexico. Paul E. Purser, ter. Edwards, Calif., he was ing at Stead Air Force Base, August and in 1961. spacecraft were to parachute
special assistant to Dr. Gilruth, associate research project engi- near Reno, Nev., beginning next The men will report early into the desert.
will serve as acting manager of neer in the X-15 program. Monday. Monday, August 10, and spend Compass work will be prac-

all day getting classroom instruc- ticed on the final day, August 14,
tion from Air Force experts of to prepare the astronauts to find

NASA's Educational Programs P d the 3637th Combat Crew Train- their spacecraft- containingresente ing Squadron (Survival and food, water, signaling equipment

T Ed I C fe H ld H Special Training). On Tuesday, -in the event they eject from itO ucators n on rence e ere another threehours of classroom and land separately with per-
work is scheduled, sonal parachutes.

A planning conference for was attended by representatives provide the directors of summer Astronauts and instructors Scheduled to attend the course
officers of the national and of eight universities, from as sessions of colleges and univer- move to the main desert site by are: Edwin E. Aldrin Jr., Wil-
regional organizations of the many states, sities concerned with teacher helicopters at noon Tuesday, liam A. Anders, Charles A.
Association of Summer Session The purpose of the meetings, education, an opportunity to then spend Tuesday afternoon Bassett I1, Alan L. Bean, Eu-
Directors, held here last week, held on July 27 and 28, was to learn about NASA's scientific and Wednesday morning parti- gene A. Cernan, Robert D.

objectives and educational pro- cipating in demonstrations in Chaffee, Donn F. Eisele,
grams and services, the building of shelters, and Michael Collins, R. Walter

Also attending the conference improvisation of clothing and Cunningham, Theodore C. Free-
were representatives from signal equipment, man, Richard F. Gordon Jr.,
NASA Headquarters and the The men will move to two- Russell L. Schweickart, David
Manned Spacecraft Center. man sites Wednesday afternoon R. Scott, and Clifton C. Wil-

An opportunity for insight and spend the next day and a liamsJr.
into what action educators parti-
cipating in the conference can
undertake to bring space educa-

tion information and under- "_'v,
standing to the schools was pro- ,_
vided to the NASA people
taking part in the meetings.

Scientific objectives of MSC
in the following areas were pre-
sented to the group: Flight Crew
Operations by Lee R. Nichols;
Engineering and Development
by Norman F. Smith; Space
Medical Support by Dr. Charles
A. Berry; and Crew Systems by
Richard S. Johnston.

A discussion of NASA's mis-

PROPOSEDSPACE STATION--This artist's rendering of OLYMPUS, the sion in education was presented
LockheedMissiles& Space Company's new concept of a multi-manned by Dr. Frederick B. Tuttle from
spacestation is shownas it will appear after it haserected itself following NASA nq.
separation from its Saturn V booster. The cylindrical unitsat the end of Plans were made by the group
each spokeare 18 feet in diameter and 40 feet long. Each unit has two to hold a meeting of top educa- LASTYEAR'SSURVIVALCLASS--Astronautsattending the desert survival
complete decksfor instrumentsand living quarters for a crewof 10to 24 tars from all over the nation training instructionat Stead AFB,Nevada, last year, are shownin one of
depending on the mission.Its life support systemwill be capable of sus- here at the Center the latter part the training sessions.Emphasiswas placed on the meansand methodsof
raining the crew for space voyagesof up to one year duration, of November. living off the natural resourcesof the land.


